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Research Abstract
AI farming concepts have made significant contributions to increase food production and
sustainability in the 21st century. These systems combine software and hardware that allows
farmers to measure, monitor and control certain agronomic parameters. Smart farming
technologies are becoming more prominent with technological advances in farming in fields of
automation, ICT (information and communication technology), and robotics. Several applications
of artificial intelligence (AI) are already developed for use in agriculture and farming purposes
and it is anticipated that use of “AI farming” will assist the agriculture sector in the future to drive
more efficient production.
To understand how to leverage the advantages of AI farming system in developing innovative
farming applications, the following questions need to be answered: (1) What kinds of sensors
should be used and data collected considering the cost and efficiency? (2) How do we seamlessly
transfer new AI technologies from other industries to agricultural problems which have different
requirements in terms of accuracy, scalability, operation, environment, etc. (3) What customized
and innovative method should be developed dedicated to agriculture on the top of current general

AI technologies? and (4) How should we leverage the advantages of smart farming?
The automated mapping and navigation system could be a cornerstone of most autonomous
agricultural system. Accordingly, we propose a ground-level mapping and navigating system
based on computer vision technology (Mesh Simultaneous Localization and Mapping algorithm,
Mesh-SLAM) and Internet of Things (IoT), to generate a 3D farm map on both the edge side and
cloud. Our evaluation indicates that: 1) this Mesh-SLAM algorithm outperforms in mapping and
localization precision, accuracy, and yield prediction error (resolution at centimeter); and 2) The
scalability and flexibility of the IoT architecture make the system modularized, easy
adding/removing new functional modules or IoT sensors. We conclude the trade-off between cost
and performance widely augments the feasibility and practical implementation of this system in
real farms.
Second, we present a sensing algorithm, a low-cost, robot-mounted, multidimensional map
augmentation method that can track robot movements, monitor the surrounding environment, and
link all the factors to the 3D map, thereby providing useful analytics to task planning, route
planning and robot operators. The method leverages IMU sensors to gather mobility data for every
individual robot. The ability to detect obstacles allows us to further augment the insight of the
mapping method as a 4D or even higher dimension map rather easily. In this chapter, we attempted
to provide analytics and data fusion from several specific aspects of the robot working
environment. We believe that our farmland sensing approach has many more interesting and useful
applications in similar agriculture environments.
Finally, we further develop computer vision-based crop detection with unmanned aerial
vehicle (UAV) acquired images. This is a critical tool for precision agriculture, but object detection
using deep learning algorithms rely on a significant amount of manually prelabeled training

datasets as ground truths. Field object detection such as bales is especially difficult because of 1)
long-period images acquisitions under different illumination conditions and seasons, 2) limited
existing prelabeled data, and 3) few pretrained model and research as reference. Related work
augments the bale detection accuracy only using limited data collection and labeling, by building
an innovative algorithms pipeline. This approach has strong scalability on many other crops and
field objects and will significantly enable precision agriculture techniques.
Combining all the created systems, we construct an agriculture AI system with multiple
innovative algorithms. This large scope of system and pieces of algorithms fill in needed gaps for
creating maps to enable smart agriculture, while also providing a valuable dataset and algorithms
for future researchers.

AI Technology and Digital Workforce
Site-specific and chemical application: With the help of precision agriculture (site-specific
applications), farmers can take advantage of localized data about the soil status, growing status,
and other site-specific data to optimize the management of the farm. Evert et al. [1] showed in
their study that crop spectral reflectance made be used as a vegetation index to determine crop
health and amount. The development of site-specific variable-rate devices – precise spreaders,
sprayers, on-board rate controllers, etc. – make the field work easier than before. Basso et al. [2]
created a simulation approach that can conduct quantify studies on N-leaching and field yields
under various environment, chemical usage and soil conditions. This method helps manage Nfertilizer-rate related to precipitation-based water availability and radiation. The other study by
Basso et al. [3] also showed the advantage of SALUS-model on economics and environment when
using site-specific fertilizer applications on segmented field with year as data collection unit.

Besides the studies around using N-fertilizer to enhance crop yield, recent studies have also
considered the environmental impact related to N-fertilization, including nitrate leaching and
nitrous oxide emissions. This precision agriculture technique can offer insights to management
strategy on crops under various environments and soil conditions.
Image Acquisitions: To collect the images as inputs for the computer vision, using
Unmanned Aerial Vehicle (UAV) is an efficient approach, which has been widely used in precision
agriculture as well as many other fields, such as path planning, design, and livestock monitoring
[4]. UAV combined with computer vision can also contribute to remote sensing to help inform
farmers about the geo-specific crop yield and identify crop diseases [5]. Sometimes, decisions are
required to be made off-board once the data have been collected and processed by the UAV, based
on the information provided by the images processed from the computer vision technique [6]. For
example, UAVs can be used to detect a potential issue, and then obtain high-resolution images or
inspect and apply treatments correspondingly.

AI Technology Aided Autonomous System
An autonomous system is build based on precise maps created with path, terrain, crops, and
other objects. Crop monitoring is also essential to allow robots to distinguish the crop from weeds,
monitor plant health, and determine crop maturity. Computer vision implemented via low-cost
visual sensors provides strong support for both local navigation and crop monitoring. However,
there are certain related technical challenges in rural fields including data transmission with high
bandwidth and high speed, system scalability in different sizes of land, mapping and localization
accuracy, updating and maintenance, etc. Rapid advancements in computer vision, mapping, and
the Internet of Things (IoT) have provided some solutions as follows.

A guidance system capable of being scalable to the spatial range of the agriculture
applications, specifically large farmlands, is the key step to achieve high agricultural efficiency. A
three-dimensional (3D) navigation system, which can guide a robot autonomously, is a necessary
step to enable plant monitoring. Thus, mobile robotics should have precious information about
their position and be connected with the other robotics via IoT architecture.

AI Technologies for Agriculture
Transfer Learning and Domain Adaptation. Transfer learning is a popular machine
learning technique that aims to help with repetitive tasks by using an existing model. When it
comes to situations where labelled data are only available in a source domain, Domain Adaption
(DA), is a common technique to transfer learning. A small change or domain shift, due to
illumination, pose, and image quality, between the source and target domains can lead to the
degrading performance of machine learning models. Domain adaption (DA) provides an
opportunity to mimic the human vision system which allows it to perform new tasks in a target
domain by using the labelled data from a or more relevant source domains. Several research studies
have recently addressed the issue of domain shift [7-9].
To implement CNN techniques, a large images dataset with manually labeled targets are
required, which is expensive and challenging [7]. However, synthesizing images through use of
the DA techniques can reduce the images need to be collected from the field and solve the problem
when the labeled data cannot be acquired from the target domain [8]. Various research studies
have been conducted on this concept, and have achieved promising results. Othman et al. [9]
designed a domain adaption network to overcome the issues of domain shift in classification
scenarios where the labeled images from the source domain and unlabeled ones from the target

have different geographical features. Overall, when it comes to the problems of domain shift
between source and target domains, the DA technique can not only reduce the costs of data
preparation, but also improve image recognition.

AI Techniques from Vehicle Industry
Note: This section was published in my publication "Augmenting self-driving with remote
control: Challenges and directions." and “Real-Time Vehicle Motion Detection and Motion
Altering for Connected Vehicle: Algorithm Design and Practical Applications” before.
AI techniques are widely applied in many industries. In which, self-driving or autonomous
vehicle has a significant connection with autonomous agriculture since the overlap of the core
techniques between these two areas. Autonomous vehicle systems are being designed over the
world with increasing success in recent years. This development makes autonomous farm system
be realizable.
A self-driving vehicle is one that is capable of sensing its environment and navigating itself
without human input. It uses a variety of techniques to sense its surroundings, such as LIDAR,
RADAR, odometry, and computer vision. It uses these different sensor inputs to understand its
environment, recognize various road conditions, traffic lights, road signs, lane boundaries, and
track surrounding vehicles. The potential benefits of self-driving vehicles include increased safety,
increased mobility and lower costs. For example, Google started its self-driving project in 2009,
and has spent more than $1 billion in building and testing fully self-driving vehicles [10]. While
legal and political challenges remain in its widespread adoption, there are also some technical
bottlenecks on the way of developing completely reliable self-driving systems. All self-driving
systems make decisions based on the perception of the environment and predefined traffic rules.

However, there has been occasional failures of these systems when they have encountered
scenarios that were hitherto unseen. For instance, based on the situation in a construction zone,
human drivers would realize that it is permissible to cross over a double yellow line by following
the appropriately placed cones (which otherwise is illegal to cross in the US), while a self-driving
vehicle may not be able to do so, and therefore be unable to move forward. Similarly, in poor
weather conditions or due to traffic light malfunctions, the cues from different sensors may
contradict each other leading to confusion in decision making.
Vehicle motion detection is always the focus of transportation research. Most of the
conceptive methods are based on high-end sensors. Multiple external sensors, like microphone,
accelerometer, and radio, are demonstrated to detect the motion and status of traffic. The driving
status associated with crash is analyzed with real-time trip data to recognize a potential accident.
Microsoft has designed a system to detect traffic honking, road bumps, and brakes with external
sensors [11]. Dang-Nhac et al. [12] focus on driving activity detection and driving events
recognition via addressing a new approach to optimize data window size and overlapping ratio for
every single vehicle for training model purpose.
Various techniques and methods of detecting overtaking have been researched. [13] has
promoted a system that used GPS and phones to detect acceleration and deceleration to estimate
the congestion. A mixed algorithm was created to detect the acceleration combining dynamic
planning with robust information. A wireless sensor networks layout was designed to monitor
vehicles [14]. Moreover, the future motion was predicted using dynamic and kinematic models
making certain control inputs, vehicle capabilities, and external situation related to the updating
status of vehicles [15-16].

Any connected safety applications are less meaningful without widely applied in most
vehicles. However, full-scaled vehicle motion detection is a challenging task and a long-term issue
in mixed traffic of automated and manual vehicles. First, there is hardly a common standard device
that was approved as an accurate detector. Second, as a result of diverse car manufactories and
cost of communication devices, it will take a long time to make an agreement on the popularization
of the same model device. For example, the most common devices are loop detectors, magnetic
sensors, acoustic sensors, and computer vision techniques. However, these techniques require
special hardware to be installed either on the infrastructures or in vehicles. This also limits the
wide application and scalability because of the high cost.

Summary
In this review, several innovative methods and associated system were created for agriculture
navigation, mapping, object detection and related vehicles technologies. These are referred by
author’s previous works [17-34]. Based on the experiences with these applications, it is believed
all the addressed AI techniques will be useful to the development of future “smart farms.”
Autonomous and precision agricultural systems mitigate issues of current agriculture. This system
is designed to reduce labor issues for the most dangerous and tedious agronomic tasks, improve
efficiency, and reduce environmental impacts through better utilization of crop inputs. With the
development of computing infrastructure, hardware, and improving algorithms, this system can
enable more powerful applications in the future.
The utilization of SLAM and the assumption of the planar Mesh-map are based on the premise
that the testing land is planar. Thus, the adoption of SLAM to better serve the navigation problem
could still be improved. Other than IMU sensors, more growing status monitoring sensors could

be added to detect other context information to boost the performance. These are imagined making
SLAM a viable option for automated mapping and navigation systems to enable autonomous
agricultural systems. Data association process could be improved in the future, which is
implemented in this proposed approach. Although these systems outperform existing methods,
they still failed to extract useful features from the images under adverse weather conditions during
the data collection process.
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